Reading: Read each sentence **two** times. Use MORE INTENT the second time!

“Dr. Seuss” was born in March of **1904**.
He was an American author and **cartoonist**.

**Seuss** wrote “**Green Eggs and Ham.**”

He also wrote “**The Cat in the Hat**” and “**The Lorax.**”
Conversation Exercise:

Describe the book covers with INTENT!
Bonus Reading: Read the passage two times. Use MORE INTENT the 2nd time!
Theodor Seuss Geisel, better known by his pen name Dr. Seuss, was a writer and cartoonist who published over 60 books. He published his first children's book under the name of Dr. Seuss in 1937.

Next came a string of bestsellers, including The
Cat in the Hat and Green Eggs and Ham. His rhymes and characters are beloved by generations of fans.

https://www.familyminded.com/s/best-dr-seuss-characters-b5bceb9c6ad4afe
https://www.biography.com/authors-writers/dr-seuss